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1.Which Google Cloud service or feature lets you build machine learning models using Standard SQL 
and data in a data warehouse? 
A. BigQuery ML 
B. TensorFlow 
C. AutoML Tables 
D. Cloud Bigtable ML 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
BigQuery ML lets you create and execute machine learning models in BigQuery using standard SQL 
queries. 
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/bigquery-
ml/docs/introduction#:~:text=BigQuery%20ML%20lets%20you%20create,the%20need%20 
to%20move%20data 
Graphical user interface, text, application, email 
Description automatically generated 
https://cloud.google.com/bigquery-ml/docs/introduction 
 
2.Your organization consists of many teams. Each team has many Google Cloud projects. Your 
organization wants to simplify the management of identity and access policies for these projects. 
How can you group these projects to meet this goal? 
A. Group each team’s projects into a separate domain 
B. Assign labels based on the virtual machines that are part of each team’s projects 
C. Use folders to group each team’s projects 
D. Group each team’s projects into a separate organization node 
Answer: C 
Explanation: 

 
Text 
Description automatically generated with medium confidence 
https://cloud.google.com/resource-manager/docs/creating-managing-folders 
 
3.Your organization runs all its workloads on Compute Engine virtual machine instances. Your 
organization has a security requirement: the virtual machines are not allowed to access the public 
internet. The workloads running on those virtual machines need to access BigQuery and Cloud Storage, 
using their publicly accessible interfaces, without violating the security requirement. 
Which Google Cloud product or feature should your organization use? 
A. Identity-Aware Proxy 
B. Cloud NAT (network address translation) 
C. VPC internal load balancers 
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D. Private Google Access 
Answer: D 
Explanation: 
VM instances that only have internal IP addresses (no external IP addresses) can use Private Google 
Access. They can reach the external IP addresses of Google APIs and services. The source IP address 
of the packet can be the primary internal IP address of the network interface or an address in an alias IP 
range that is assigned to the interface. If you disable Private Google Access, the VM instances can no 
longer reach Google APIs and services; they can only send traffic within the VPC network. 

 
https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/configure-private-google-access 
 
4.Your organization needs to categorize objects in a large group of static images using machine learning. 
Which Google Cloud product or service should your organization use? 
A. BigQuery ML 
B. AutoML Video Intelligence 
C. Cloud Vision API 
D. AutoML Tables 
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Answer: C 
Explanation: 
Reference: https://cloud.google.com/vision 
Derive insights from your images in the cloud or at the edge with AutoML Vision or use pre-trained Vision 
API models to detect emotion, understand text, and more. 
Vision API offers powerful pre-trained machine learning models through REST and RPC APIs. Assign 
labels to images and quickly classify them into millions of predefined categories. Detect objects and 
faces, read printed and handwritten text, and build valuable metadata into your image catalog. 
 
5.You are migrating workloads to the cloud. The goal of the migration is to serve customers worldwide as 
quickly as possible According to local regulations, certain data is required to be stored in a specific 
geographic area, and it can be served worldwide. You need to design the architecture and deployment 
for your workloads. 
What should you do? 
A. Select a public cloud provider that is only active in the required geographic area 
B. Select a private cloud provider that globally replicates data storage for fast data access 
C. Select a public cloud provider that guarantees data location in the required geographic area 
D. Select a private cloud provider that is only active in the required geographic area 
Answer: C 
Explanation: 
The goal of the migration is to serve customers worldwide as quickly as possible According to local 
regulations, certain data is required to be stored in a specific geographic area, and it can be served 
worldwide" This characteristic are inherent to the public cloud provider 
 
 


